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ABSTRACT Bovine neurotubulin has been labeled with dichlorotriazinyl-aminofluorescein 
(DTAF-tubulin) and microinjected into cultured mammalian cells strains PTK1 and BSC. The 
fibrous, fluorescence patterns that developed in the microinjected cells were almost indistin- 
guishable from the pattern of microtubules seen in the same cells by indirect immunofluores- 
cence. DTAF-tubulin participated in the formation of all visible, microtubule-related structures 
at all cell cycle stages for at least 48 h after injection. Treatments of injected cells with 
Nocodazole or Taxol showed that DTAF-tubulin closely mimicked the behavior of endogenous 
tubulin. The rate at which microtubules incorporated DTAF-tubulin depended on the cell- 
cycle stage of the injected cell. Mitotic microtubules became fluorescent within seconds while 
interphase microtubules required minutes. Studies using fluorescence redistribution after 
photobleaching confirmed this apparent difference in tubulin dynamics between mitotic and 
interphase cells. The temporal patterns of redistribution included a rapid phase (~3 s) that we 
attribute to diffusion of free DTAF-tubulin and a second, slower phase that seems to represent 
the exchange of bleached DTAF-tubulin in microtubules with free, unbleached DTAF-tubulin. 
Mean half times of redistribution were 18-fold shorter in mitotic cells than they were in 
interphase cells. 

The organization and apparent function of microtubules in 
cultured mammalian cells vary markedly as the cell cycle 

proceeds from interphase to mitosis and back to interphase 

again. Structural studies with polarization optics, immunoflu- 
orescence, and electron microscopy have shown that the 

mitotic spindle is an active structure in which microtubules 

exhibit rather rapid changes in arrangement and length (l 1- 
13, 22, 23, 27, 3 l, 38). The function of mitotic microtubules 

has been the subject of a great deal of debate for many years 

(reviewed in references 11 and 27), but it is clear that they are 

involved in the movement of chromosomes. Interphase cy- 
toskeletal microtubules appear comparatively static with 

changes in arrangement and length occurring slowly (15). 
Although their function is also the subject of debate, they may 

be involved in the specification of cell polarity, shape, and 

cytoplasmic organization (3, 22, 28, 37, 44). 

To understand the different behaviors of microtubules in 

mitotic and interphase cells, it may be useful to investigate 
the dynamic relationship between tubulin and microtubules 
in vivo. Studying this relationship in detail requires a method 
for viewing tubulin in both polymer and dimer form in living 

cells. In principle, microinjection of fluorescently labeled 
tubulin followed by fluorescence microscopy provides such a 

method. In practice it is a useful method only if the labeled 

tubulin retains the functional characteristics of the native 

protein (17, 18, 36, 40). Recent work supports the belief that 

the behavior of tubulin labeled with dichlorotriazinyl-ami- 

nofluorescein (DTAF) is analogous to the behavior of unla- 
beled tubulin (15, 19, 38, 39). 

In this paper we report the use of DTAF-tubulin and 

recently developed techniques of fluorescent analogue cyto- 
chemistry (18, 30, 32, 35, reviewed in references 17, 34, 36, 

arid 4 l) to study in vivo tubulin dynamics by two different 

methods: the rate of incorporation of DTAF-tubulin by mi- 

crotubules immediately following microinjection, and the rate 

of fluorescence redistribution after photobleaching (FRAP) of 

DTAF-tubulin after the incorporation process has proceeded 
to steady state. Both methods indicate that the apparent rate 
of exchange of free tubulin dimers with tubulin dimers in 

polymer is rapid in mitotic microtubules relative to interphase 
microtubules. Our controls indicate that the presence of pho- 

tobleached DTAF-tubulin and the act of photobleaching do 

not significantly disrupt the observed tubulin dynamics. Our 
results raise the possibility that underlying the differences in 

organization and apparent function of mitotic and interphase 
microtubules there is a fundamental difference in the dynamic 
behavior of tubulin. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell Culture: Rat kangaroo cells (PTK~) and African green monkey 
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kidney cells (BSC) were grown as previously described (47). PTKt cells were 

usually used to study mitotic spindles because they remain relatively flat during 

mitosis, BSC cells were usually used for interphase studies because their 

extremely flattened interphase morphology results in higher contrast microtu- 

bule images than can be obtained with interphase PTK~ cells. Controls using 

PTKt interphase and BSC mitotic cells showed that observed tubulin dynamics 

are dependent on cell-cycle stage and independent of the cell type used (see 

Results). Cells used for electron microscopy were grown on glow discharged 

and ultraviolet sterilized Formvar-coated gold finder grids (Ernest F. Fullam 

Inc., Schenectady, NY). 

Preparation of Fluorescent Proteins: DTAF-labeled bovine neu- 

rotubulin was prepared by the method of Keith et al. (15) modified as described 

by Leslie et al. in an accompanying paper (19). Polymerization-incompetent 

microtubule protein (MTP) was prepared by vacuum dialysis of the supernatant 

obtained from the first warm centrifugation after labeling (dialyzed against 104 

vol of tubulin assembly buffer for 48 h at 4"C). Final protein concentration was 

2.7 mg/ml. Rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC)-labeled actin was prepared by 

the protocol of Wang and Taylor (42). Rhodamine- and fluorescein-labeled 

ovalbumin and BSA were prepared as described by Zavortink et al. (46). 

Fluoresceinated rabbit anti-sheep antibody (lgG fraction) was purchased from 

Miles Laboratories (Elkhart, IN). 

Microinjection: Proteins were prepared for microinjection by dialysis 

against 1,000 vol of injection buffer (140 mM K ÷, 100 mM Na-glutamatc, 40 

mM citrate, 1 mM MgC12, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM GTP, at pH 7.2). This buffer 

was chosen because it served to stabilize the polymerization competence of the 

purified tubulin and was not visibly deleterious to cells when microinjected 

(46). Protein concentrations injected varied from 2-6 mg/ml. The pipette- 

microinjection technique of Graessmann and Graessmann (9) as modified by 

Zavortink et al. (46) was used to deliver ~ 1/10 cell volumes. We have previously 

determined the average injection volume by mieroinjecting large numbers of 

cells with t251-BSA and counting in a liquid scintillation counter (46). Assuming 

that the endogenous tubulin concentration is ~2 mg/ml (10), we calculate that 

the molar in vivo ratio of injected tubulin to endogenous tubulin ranged from 

1:10 to 1:3. Cells grown on coverslips were observed during microinjection 

with a x 40, phase contrast, water immersion lens (numerical aperture 0.75) 

on a Zeiss Universal microscope. For FRAP studies, cells were injected at room 

temperature (22"C) then transferred to a 37"C CO2 incubator for between 30 

min and 24 h to allow incorporation and equilibration. They were then 

mounted in tissue culture medium on slides using strips of parafilm for spacers 

and a mixture of parafin, petroleum jelly, and lanolin (1:1:1) as a sealant. 

Microinjected cells mounted in this manner survived for up to 3 d. 

For DTAF-tubulin incorporation studies, metaphase and prophase cells 

grown on glass coverslips were injected and observed at 37"C in an open, 

controlled environment chamber. HEPES buffered (20 mM) culture medium 

perfusion through the chamber was erected by a syringe pump and tygon 

tubing jacketed with flowing, heated water. A microthermistor probe (Yellow 

Springs Instrument Co., Yellow Springs, OH) suspended in the medium just 

above the cells was used to monitor chamber temperature and to regulate the 

temperature of the water jacket. With a culture medium flow rate of 2 ml/min, 

pH change was negligible and cells remained in good health in the open 

chamber for many hours. For interphase DTAF-tubulin incorporation studies, 

cells grown on glass coverslips were injected in the controlled environment 

chamber, then mounted on slides, and sealed for observation with a high 

resolution oil immersion lens (see below). During observation a model 279 

Sage air curtain incubator (White Plains, NY) was used to maintained the cells 

at 36 __. I°C. 

fluorescence Redistribution After Photobleaching (FRAP): 
Photobleaching was performed and fluorescence redistribution observed with a 

x 63 planapochromat lens (numerical aperture 1.4) on a Zeiss Universal 

microscope as described by Salmon et al. (32). Briefly, microinjected cells were 

aligned to receive a small circular column of light from the 488-nm line of an 

argon laser on selected regions of their fluorescent mirotubule arrays. The 

redistribution of fluorescence into the resulting photobleached spot was re- 

corded by taking 0.5-s 35-mm photographs of a television monitor displaying 

the signal produced by a Venus DV II intensified television camera. The 

diameter of the photobleaching beam was controlled by placing a 100-~m 

electron microscope aperture in the laser beam path at the aerial image plane 

in the epi-illuminator. The columnar nature of the resulting beam (approximate 

diameter = 3 t,m) at the specimen plane is seen in Fig. 1. 

Data Analysis: The 35-mm negatives which recorded the changes in 

fluorescence intensity distributions during incorporation and FRAP studies 

were analyzed with a Joyce-Loebl scanning microdensitometer model 3C. The 

resulting distributions of optical density versus position were processed as 

described by Salmon et al. (30) in an accompanying paper. The half times 

(t~/2s) of fluorescence incorporation and FRAP were determined by fitting a 

single exponential curve of the form I/1=~, = 1 - e -~ to the data, using a non- 
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FIGURE 1 The columnar nature of the photobleaching beam. (a) 
The spindle of a fixed BSC mitotic cell incubated with monoclonal 
antitubulin antibody and stained with fluorescent goat antimouse 
antibody (spindle viewed end-on). (b) At the same focal plane after 
photobleaching. (c) 4 ~m above the original plane of focus. (d) 4 
/~m below the original plane of focus, x 1,100. 

linear, least-squares method. The term I represents fluorescence intensity at 

time t, /,ix represents the fluorescence intensity at t = infinity, and k is the 

time constant for the curve. 

Indirect Irnmonofluorescence: Microinjected cells on coverslips 

were prepared for indirect immunofluorescence staining by rinsing briefly in 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (37"C), lysing for 30 s in 0.1 M PIPES, 1 mM 

MgCI2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5% Triton x 100, at pH 6.9 and 37"C, and fixing for 

5 min in -20"C anhydrous methanol. Fixed cells were rehydrated in PBS, 

incubated for 10 min at room temperature with a 1:50 dilution of monoclonal 

antitubulin antibody (a generous gift of Dr. J. V. Kilmartin, MRC Laboratory 

of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, England, reference 16), washed 6 x in PBS 

(10 s each), and incubated for 10 min at room temperature with a 1:500 dilution 

of rhodamine-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody (Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, 

IN). Coverslips were washed 6 x in PBS, mounted with 90% glycerol, 0.1 M 

NaHCO3, 2% N-propyl gallate, at pH 8.2 (8), and sealed with clear nail polish. 

The staining method was designed to produce a faint, tubulin-specific rhoda- 

mine signal, thus minimizing "bleed-through" into the flourescein channel 

during photomicrography. Cells were observed and recorded using a 63x 

planapo lens, with a Zeiss Photomicroscope IIl. Photomicrographs were taken 

with Kodak Tri-X film and developed in Diafine. 

High Voltage Electron Microscopy: Cells grown on Formvar- 

coated gold finder grids were prepared for whole mount, high voltage electron 

microscopy by extraction for 2 rain at 37"C in the lysis buffer described above 

and fixation for 15 rain in Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) at pH 7.0 

with 0.1 mM GTP and 2.8% glutaraldehyde. Cells were rinsed in HBSS and 

transferred to 1% OsO4 for 2 min, rinsed and transferred to 0.2% tannic acid 

for 15 min, rinsed and transferred to 2% uranyl acetate for 3 rain, then rinsed 

and dehydrated in ethanol. Finally cells were critical-point dried (1), carbon 

coated, and examined with the JEM-IO00 high voltage electron microscope at 

the national facility in Boulder, Colorado. 

RESULTS 

Indirect Immunofluorescence of Microtubules in 

Microinjected Cells 

The fibrous patterns of fluorescein fluorescence observed 

after microinjection of DTAF-tubulin into cultured mam- 



malian cells were compared with the patterns of rhodamine 

fluorescence produced in the same cells with antitubulin 

antibody. Microinjected cells were lysed, then fixed and 

stained with antibodies as described in Materials and Meth- 
ods. Images of microinjected cells generated first with fluores- 

cein and second with rhodamine excitation illumination are 

shown in Fig. 2. The contribution of the rhodamine signal to 
the fluorescein signal was minimal. Individual fibers are dif- 

ficult to distinguish in the fluorescein images (direct visualiz- 
ation of fixed DTAF-tubulin) but the patterns are strikingly 

similar to the rhodamine images (visualization of all fixed 

tubulin by immunofluorescence) at all stages of the cell-cycle. 

An interesting difference in the two images of tubulin local- 
ization is seen in the midbody (Fig. 2, g and h). DTAF-tubulin 

is distributed throughout the intercellular bridge but antibody 
to tubulin does not stain well in the equatorial zone. This 
lack of microtubule staining has been previously reported (4) 

and is thought to be due to the fact that the interdigitating 

microtubules seen there by electron microscopy are sur- 
rounded by dense osmiophilic material which excludes anti- 

body (23, 26). A more subtle reduction of antitubulin staining 

relative to DTAF-tubulin fluorescence is seen in the midzone 
of the anaphase spindle (Fig. 2, e and/), in the prometaphase 
asters (Fig. 2, c and d), and around the interphase microtubule 

organizing center (Fig. 2, a and b). It may be that antibody is 
excluded from these regions as it is at the equatorial zone of 

the intercellular bridge. Note however, that some of the 

differences in the two images of tubulin distribution in the 

prometaphase and interphase cells are due to slight differences 
in their planes of focus. 

We have tested whether the fibrous fluorescence patterns 

that develop in living cells following microinjection of DTAF- 

tubulin are due specifically to the polymerization of tubulin 
by observing fluorescence patterns in three control experi- 

ments: (a) the microinjection of fluorescent proteins other 

than tubulin; (b) the microinjection of polymerization incom- 

petent, fluorescent microtubule proteins (MTP) (which in- 

elude high molecular weight aggregates, polymerization in- 
competent microtubule-associated proteins and tubulin, and 

free DTAF); and (c) the comparison of the drug sensitivities 
of DTAF-tubulin patterns with those of microtubules. RITC- 

labeled actin microinjected into mitotic BSC cells produced 

general, diffuse fluorescence patterns (Fig. 3) that were not 
similar to fibrous DTAF-tubulin patterns. Similar diffuse 

fluorescence patterns were seen in mitotic and interphase cells 

microinjected with rhodamine- or fluorescein-labeled oval- 
bumin, BSA, and rabbit immunoglobulin (data not shown). 

No evidence of autophagy of these injected proteins was seen 
within the time frame of observation (0.5-2 h). Microinjection 
of polymerization incompetent DTAF-MTP, as reported by 

others (15, 38), produced punctate cytoplasmic fiuorescein 

patterns, perhaps due to autophagy (33), and bright nuclear 
staining probably due to the binding of free DTAF by nuclear 

components. The polymerization incompetent DTAF-MTP 

did not incorporate to any observable extent into microtu- 
bules seen in the same cell by rhodamine immunofluorescence 
(Fig. 4). Finally, when interphase cells displaying fibrous 
DTAF-tubulin patterns were perfused with 7 uM Nocodazole, 

there was a transition to a diffuse, nonfibrous pattern over 
the course of an hour. When mitotic cells were treated in the 

same manner, spindle fluorescence faded and cytoplasmic 
background fluorescence increased over the course of a few 

minutes implying a shift of DTAF-tubulin from polymer to 

free dimer forms. During this transition spindle poles in 

metaphase cells collapsed inward toward the metaphase plate 

(Fig. 5, a-c). When cells microinjected with DTAF-tubulin 

were perfused with 10 #M Taxol, fluorescence patterns con- 

sistent with the effects of Taxol on mammalian cells, as 

described by DeBrabander (7), were produced. Microtubules 

in Taxol-treated interphase cells appeared bundled while mi- 

tosis was characterized by multiple aster-like structures (Fig. 

5, e and f).  Evidence of interphase bundling began to appear 
after an hour of perfusion while changes in spindle morphol- 

ogy occurred more quickly. Dislocation of half spindles from 

their normal metaphase positions was seen within 2 min. 

The Ability of DTAF-Yubulin to Function in Vivo 

Cells microinjected with DTAF-tubulin were observed 

through an entire cell cycle. The DTAF-tubulin participated 
in the formation of all microtubule-related structures at all 

stages of interphase and mitosis with no apparent effect on 

viability. BSC cells incorporated DTAF-tubulin into fluores- 

cent interphase microtubule arrays over the course of an hour. 

At 24 and 48 h daughter cells showed distinct fibrous inter- 

phase arrays of reduced fluorescence intensity. PtKt ceils 

injected at prophase exhibited fluorescent asters within a 
minute. Characteristic fluorescent spindle arrays formed as 

cells proceeded through mitosis, forming daughters connected 
by a fluorescent midbody. During the subsequent interphase 

the cells contained a fluorescent cytoplasmic microtubule 

complex, and daughter cells observed in mitosis at 24 h 
exhibited fluorescent mitotic arrays of reduced intensity (data 
not shown). 

Incorporation Rates of DTAF-Tubulin 

The rate of incorporation of DTAF-tubulin into microtu- 

bules was found to depend on the cell-cycle stage of the 

microinjected cell. Using the controlled environment cham- 
ber described in Materials and Methods, we injected meta- 

phase, prophase, and interphase cells and monitored the rates 

at which their microtubules became fluorescent (Fig. 6). The 

images, taken at various times following microinjection of 
prophase or metaphase cells, were analyzed as described by 

Salmon et al. (30). The tt/2s of fluorescence incorporation, 

hence of DTAF-tubulin incorporation (30), were calculated 
from the parameters of the best fitting exponential curves. 

We have not yet developed a system that can quantitate the 

incorporation of DTAF-tubulin by interphase microtubules 
because they are not concentrated in discrete structures as 

mitotic microtubules are. Time intervals that are likely to 

bracket the interphase incorporation It/2s were estimated by 
studying image series as seen in Fig. 6, a-c. The elapsed time 
between an injection and the first image showing a faint 

fibrous fluorescence in the cell rather than a general diffuse 

fluorescence was taken to represent the early boundary of a 

t,/2 interval (Fig. 6 a). The elapsed time between injection and 
the first image in which the cell's fibrous pattern was appar- 

ently fully developed was taken to represent the late boundary 
ofa  t,/2 interval (Fig. 6c). 

With our current methods of analysis we can discern no 
significant difference in the rates of DTAF-tubulin incorpo- 

ration at metaphase and prophase. The tu2s for six metaphase 
cells (PtKt) vary from 6 to 38 s (mean = 18 ___ 14 s). Values 

for 10 prophase cells (PtKl) range from 4 to 22 s (mean = 14 

__. 7 s). As described in Materials and Methods, there is a time 
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of fibrous DTAF-tubulin patterns with microtubule patterns in microinjected cells. Cells microinjected 
with DTAF-tubulin were lysed and fixed after equilibration times of 30 rain for mitotic cells and 3 h for interphase cells. Fixed 
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FIGURE 3 Fluorescence patterns of a mitotic BSC cell microin- 
jected with rhodamine-labeled actin observed at different stages of 
mitosis. On the left are phase contrast images and on the right are 
fluorescence images. (a and b) metaphase; (c and d) anaphase; (e 
and f) telophase, x 1,100. 

lag between the microinjection of an interphase cell using the 

x 40 water immersion lens and the first observation with the 

x 63 oil immersion lens. Use of the x 63 lens is necessary to 

obtain high space-resolution of the interphase microtubule 

arrays. In 5 of the 11 BSC ceils followed it was evident that 

the t,/2 of incorporation had been passed before the first 

observation with the high resolution lens (14-22 min). In 

these cases the early boundary of a tt/2 interval was taken as 

zero and the late boundary as the time of the first image. In 

the remaining six cells the t~/z intervals range between 15 and 

52 min. A rough value of the t,/2 of incorporation of DTAF- 

tubulin into interphase MTs of 20 +__ 12 rain is taken from 

the mean of the tl/2 interval midpoints. 

Fluorescence Redistribution After Photobleaching 
of DTAF Tubulin 

FRAP was selected as a second method of studying tubulin 

dynamics because it complements the incorporation rate ex- 

periments in two ways. First, FRAP experiments are per- 

formed on cells that have been allowed to equilibrate after 

microinjection. Second, in contrast to results from interphase 

incorporation, interphase FRAP can be analyzed in the same 

quantitative manner as FRAP in mitotic cells. The results of 

FRAP studies are analogous to those of the incorporation rate 

studies in that the rate of FRAP of DTAF-tubulin was found 

to be dependent on cell-cycle stage. 

FIGURE 4 Comparison of the distribution of microinjected polymerization incompetent DTAF-MTP with the distribution of 
microtubules. BSC interphase cells were microinjected, allowed to equilibrate for 2 h, then lysed, and fixed. Fixed cells were 
incubated with monoclonal antitubulin antibody and stained with rhodamine-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody. (a) An interphase 
cell viewed with fluorescein excitation illumination (visualization of DTAF-labeled high molecular weight aggregates, polymeri- 
zation incompetent MAPs and tubulin, and free DTAF). The nuclear staining is probably due to the binding of free DTAF by 
nuclear components. (b) The same cell viewed with rhodamine excitation illumination (visualization of microtubules), x 870. 

cells were incubated first with monoclonal antitubulin antibody and then stained with rhodamine-labeled goat anti-mouse 
antibody. Images on the left were produced with fluorescein excitation illumination (visualization of DTAF-tubulin). Images on 
the right were produced with rhodamine excitation illumination of the same field (visualization of all fixed tubulin). Bleed-through 
was minimal as can be seen by examining the very faint fluorescein images of cells that were not microinjected with DTAF- 
tubulin. (a and b) A binucleate BSC interphase cell. In the upper right a portion of another microinjected interphase cell can be 
seen. (c and d) Two PTK1 mitotic cells at prophase and one at prometaphase. (e and f) A PTK~ early anaphase cell. (g and h) PTK1 
daughter cells joined by a midbody, x 1,000. 
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FIGURE 5 The responses of DTAF-tubulin fluorescence patterns to 
nocodazole and taxol perfusion. Cells were microinjected with 
DTAF-tubulin and allowed to equilibrate before drug treatments. 
(a) A PTKI metaphase cell before perfusion; (b) the same cell 55 s 
after; and (c) 180 s after perfusion with 7/~M nocodazole; (d) A 
PTKI mitotic cell 12 h after; and (e) a PTK~ interphase cell 12 h after 
perfusion with 10 #M taxol, a, b, and c were photographed and 
printed under identical conditions, x 1,100. 

FIGURE 6 The incorporation of microinjected DTAF tubulin. Cells 
were microinjected with DTAF-tubulin and the changes from dif- 
fuse fluorescence patterns to organized microtubule-like fluores- 
cence patterns were followed with a video imaging system. The 
images are of: A BSC interphase cell (a) at 21 min; (b) at 28 rain; 
and (c) at 41 min after microinjection. A PTKI prophase cell at (d) 
10 s; (e) 58 s; and (f) 240 s after microinjection. A PTKI metaphase 
cell at (g) 6 s; (h) 20 s; and (i) 48 s after rnicroinjection. The three 
images of the prophase cell and of the metaphase cell were pho- 
tographed and printed under identical conditions, x 550. 
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In FRAP studies mitotic cells were usually incubated at 

37"C for 30 min after microinjection to allow equilibration. 

Interphase cells were usually incubated for 2-8 h. In neither 

case were results noticeably effected by increasing incubation 

times to 24 h. The 488-nm line ofa  2-W argon laser was used 

at full power to irreversibly photobleach the fluorescence from 

selected regions of microtubule arrays in interphase, prophase, 

and metaphase cells (Fig. 7). The laser pulse duration was 

varied from 0.5 s to 0.05 s in different experiments. The 

length of the pulse did not seem to effect the results, but the 

0.05-s pulse was used in most experiments. 

It is evident from the images of Fig. 7 that the fluorescence 

intensity of an entire cell is reduced by the photobleaching 

event. Part of this reduction is due to a slight diffraction of 

the column of laser light caused by its passage through the 

100-#m aperture described in Materials and Methods. This 

diffracted light strikes the specimen outside the 2 ~m targeted 

spot. Some of the reduction is also due to the fact that the 

fraction of the total DTAF-tubulin in a cell that is within the 

targeted spot is irreversibly photobleached. The percentage 

lost is especially large in a metaphase half spindle bleach 

because most of the cell's fluorescent tubulin is concentrated 

within the spindle. Other factors contributing to the general- 

ized photobleaching are the scattering of laser light within the 

cell by cell structures and the 0.7-s periods of epiillumination 

necessary to record images during redistribution (30). 

Redistribution of fluorescence into bleached spots after 

laser irradiation was recorded and analyzed by the same 

methods used for the studies of rates of DTAF-tubulin incor- 

poration by mitotic cells. The change in relative fluorescence 

intensity of the photobleached spot was determined as a 

function of time; data points were used to define a single 

exponential recovery curve for each cell (30). As in the incor- 

poration rate studies, the t~/2s for interphase microtubules are 

markedly longer than those of mitotic microtubules (Fig. 8). 

F R A P  tw2 values for 10 metaphase cells (PTK0 varied from 

3 to 22 s (mean = 11 ___ 6 s), for 10 prophase cells (PTKI) 

from 1.4 to 31 s (mean = 14 + 10 s), and for 17 interphase 

cells (BSC) from 92 to 320 s (mean = 200 __. 85 s). 

To see if the differences in rates of FRAP for mitotic versus 

interphase cells were a result of the different cell types used, 

FRAP studies were also performed on BSC metaphase and 

PTK~ interphase cells. Due to the thickened morphology of 

these cells the contrast in fluorescence intensity between mi- 

crotubules and cytoplasm is poor but FRAP results can be 

analyzed. BSC metaphase FRAP tw2s (mean = 13 + 7 s, n = 

6) fall in the same range as PTKI metaphase values and PTKI 

interphase FRAP tl/2S (mean = 270 ___ 73 s, n = 4) fall in the 

same range as BSC interphase values. This shows that the 

differences between PTK~ mitotic FRAP tj/2s and BSC inter- 

phase FRAP t~/2s are due to differences between mitosis and 

interphase not due to the different cell types used. 

It is evident in mitotic FRAP experiments that the major 

portion of fluorescence and of fluorescence redistribution is 

associated with microtubules in an aster or the spindle. The 

contrast between background cytoplasmic fluorescence 

(DTAF-tubulin in free dimer form) and a spindle or an aster 

is high (Fig. 7, e-l). Interphase microtubules are usually 

distributed throughout a cell's cytoplasm rather than concen- 

trated in the discrete structures seen in mitotic cells. There- 

fore, the contrast between microtubule fluorescence and back- 

ground cytoplasmic fluorescence is not high. The fibrous 



FIGURE 7 Fluorescence redistribution after photobleaching (FRAP) of cells microinjected with DTAF-tubulin. Cells were incu- 
bated for 0.5-24 h after microinjection to allow incorporation of the DTAF-tubulin and then photobleached with a 2-pro diam 

column of 488 nm light from an argon laser. Redistribution of fluorescence into the photobleached spot was followed with a 

video imaging system. The images are of a BSC interphase cell (a) 6 s before; (b) 3 s after; (c) 60 s after; and (d) 300 s after 
photobleaching. The interphase cell does not show complete fluorescence redistribution into the photobleached spot (d). All 

interphase cells observed for extended periods after photobleaching did show complete redistribution, x 920. A PTK1 prophase 
cell (e) 27 s before; (f) 3 s after; (g) 48 s after; and (h) 220 s after photobleaching, x 1,000. A PTK1 metaphase cell (i) 5 s before; 

(j) 3 s after; (k) 27 s after; and (I) 92 s after photobleaching, x 1,400. A tripolar metaphase cell was selected to show that spindle 

rotation is not a factor in fluorescence redistribution. 
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FIGURE 8 Comparison of FRAP rates for a metaphase and an 

interphase cell. Examples of relative fluorescence intensity plotted 
against t ime after photobleaching for a metaphase cell (0) and an 
interphase cell (0). Circles represent data points determined by 
microdensitometry of negatives. Lines represent best fitting curves 
using the function I/Ima~ = 1 -- e -kt (30). The tllZ for each curve is 

noted on the X axis. 

quality of the fluorescence seen by direct observation in an 

interphase cell is mostly lost in video images obtained at the 

low excitation illumination levels which permit the recording 

of multiple images from the same cell. To determine whether 

or not interphase FRAP represents a microtubule related 

phenomenon, we have carded out two different types of 

control experiments. Interphase cells were microinjected with 

fluorescein labeled ovalbumin (45 kd) or fluorescein labeled 

rabbit immunoglobulin (150 kd). The cells were allowed to 

equilibrate for 2-6 h and used for FRAP experiments. The 

redistribution of fluorescence into spots photobleached in the 

cells occurred so rapidly that we were unable to record enough 

images to determine accurately the increase in fluorescence 

intensity as a function of time. In no case, however, did a 

distinguishable spot remain after a few seconds. This implies 

that the slow redistribution of fluorescence in interphase cells 

microinjected with DTAF-tubulin (110 kd) is due to proper- 

ties unique to the DTAF-tubulin. A second series of control 

FRAP experiments were performed on cells microinjected 

with DTAF-tubulin and perfused with 7 pM Nocodazol. The 
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FIGURE 9 The distribution of microtubules within a photobleached spot. Cells were microinjected with DTAF-tubulin, incubated 
for 3 h, photobleached, immediately lysed, fixed, incubated with monoclonal antitubulin antibody, and stained with rhodamine- 
conjugated secondary antibody. (a) The location of the photobleached spot (arrow) is seen by fluorescein excitation illumination 
(visualization of DTAF-tubulin). (b) The distribution of microtubules is seen by rhodamine excitation illumination. There is no 
apparent disruption of microtubules within or near the photobleached spot. x 1,000. 

redistribution of fluorescence into photobleached spots was 

again too rapid to analyze with our current system. This 

implies that the slow redistribution of fluorescence in inter- 

phase cells is due to the properties of DTAF-tubulin that are 

sensitive to Nocodazol. It is probable, therefore, that the slow 

redistribution recorded in interphase DTAF-tubulin FRAP is 

due to the presence of microtubules. 

The Effects of Photobleaching in Vivo 

We have studied the effects of DTAF-tubulin photobleach- 

ing on two readily observed functions of cultured cells; mitotic 

division and particle saltation. Mitotic cells followed after 

spindle FRAP invariably complete mitosis and cytokinesis. 

Occasionally metaphase cells begin anaphase chromosome 

separation and spindle elongation during the period of fluo- 

rescence redistribution. Particle saltation in interphase cells 

microinjected with DTAF-tubulin was followed after photo- 

bleaching. Laser pulses of 0.5, 5.0, and 45 s have no visible 

effect on particle saltation within or near the photobleached 

spots. 

To determine whether photobleaching in vivo destroys or 

damages microtubules containing DTAF-tubulin, we have 

used double label fluorescence microscopy and electron mi- 

croscopy. With the light microscope we have compared mi- 

crotubule patterns seen by indirect immunofluorescence with 

DTAF-tubulin patterns in photobleached cells. BSC inter- 

phase cells were injected with DTAF-tubulin, allowed to 

equilibrate, and photobleached as in FRAP studies. Immedi- 

ately after photobleaching (within 5 s), cells were lysed and 

fixed. After incubation with antitubulin antibody and rhoda- 

mine-labeled secondary antibody, individual cells were ob- 

served with the appropriate optics to distinguish the two 

fluorochromes. Examples of fluorescein and rhodamine im- 

ages ofa  photobleached cell are seen in Fig. 9. A distinct dark 

spot produced by laser irradiation can be seen in the DTAF- 

tubulin image but examination of the rhodamine antitubulin 

pattern shows no distinguishable changes in the normal dis- 

tribution of microtubules within or near the photobleached 

spot. 
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To obtain higher resolution images of photobleached mi- 

crotubules than are afforded by the light microscope, a high 

voltage electron microscope was used in experiments similar 

to the one just described. BSC interphase cells grown on 

Formvar coated, gold finder grids were injected with DTAF- 

tubulin, allowed to equilibrate, and photobleached as in 

FRAP studies. Improvements in our perfusion technique 

allowed us to initiate lysis within 2 s after photobleaching. 

During lysis, phase and fluorescence video images were taken 

to record the location of photobleached spots. After fixation, 

staining, and critical point drying (see Materials and Meth- 

ods), cells were examined with a high voltage electron micro- 

scope. In the six cells examined it has not been possible to 

locate a photobleached area by searching an electron micro- 

graph for regions of morphological heterogeneity. It was nec- 

essary to map the location of bleached spots onto electron 

micrographs from the video images. Fig. 10 is an enlargement 

of a portion of such a photobleached area. Microtubules are 

abundant and appear undamaged. 

It is possible that photobleaching of DTAF-tubulin in vivo 

damages microtubules or otherwise alters tubulin dynamics 

in ways not discernible in our fluorescence and electron 

micrographs. If this is so, one would expect the change in 

dynamics to be proportional to the number of fluorophores 

bleached (43). Variation of the laser pulse between 0.05 and 

0.5 s does not appear to alter metaphase or interphase FRAP 

h/2s. In addition, when up to three FRAP series are recorded 

from the same spot in a cell, allowing for full redistribution 

between, there is no consistent shift of h/2s. We have also 
determined metaphase incorporation t,/2s of DTAF-tubulin 

that has been bleached in vitro to 80% of its original fluores- 

cence intensity (19). The values obtained (mean = 24 + 10 s, 

n = 4) fall within the range of those resulting from the 

injection of unbleached DTAF-tubulin. 

DISCUSSION 

We have shown using two different approaches that the 

apparent rate of exchange in vivo of free DTAF-tubulin with 

DTAF-tubulin in polymer is markedly faster in mitotic cells 



FIGURE 10 High voltage electron micrograph of microtubules in the photobleached region of a BSC cell. Cells were injected 
with DTAF-tubulin and incubated for 3 h. An interphase cell was photobleached, lysed within 2 s of photobleaching, and prepared 
for electron microscopy. Fluorescence (upper inset) and phase contrast (not shown) images were recorded during lysis. It was 
possible to define the area of photobleached fluorescence in electron micrographs (circle of white dots, lower inset) by its position 
in video micrographs relative to prominent features like the cell nucleus (n) and the grid bar (g). The diameter of the large 
filaments is consistent with their identification as microtubules. We did not observe fragmentation or other major damage to 
microtubules in the photobleached area or any difference in morphology relative to the remainder of the cell. The small black 
square in the lower inset encloses the area seen at high magnification, x 80,000; (insets) x 1,200. 

than in interphase cells. The mean half-time for incorporation 

of microinjected DTAF-tubulin by microtubules in meta- 

phase cells is ~70-fold shorter than that estimated for micro- 

tubules in interphase cells. Prophase asters incorporate fluo- 

rescence at rates indistinguishable from metaphase spindles. 

Fluorescence redistribution after photobleaching (FRAP) 
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studies with cells that have been allowed to equilibrate for up 

to 24 h after injection indicate similar relationships between 

the apparent rates of exchange at the three different cell-cycle 

stages. The mean half-time of FRAP of metaphase microtu- 

bules is 18 times shorter than that ofinterphase microtubules. 

FRAP tl/2S of prophase asters are not distinguishable from 

those of metaphase spindles. 

One's confidence in rates of incorporation and FRAP as 

manifestations of normal in vivo tubulin dynamics depends 

on the controls for the DTAF-tubulin probe and for the 

specific methods of study. We have shown through fluores- 

cein-rhodamine double labeling that the patterns of fluores- 

cence produced by microinjected DTAF-tubulin are nearly 

indistinguishable from the microtubule patterns seen with 

antitubulin immunofluorescence. Furthermore, it is clear that 

the formation of fibrous DTAF-tubulin patterns is dependent 

on characteristics specific to tubulin. Microinjected fluores- 

cent actin, BSA, ovalbumin, immunoglobulin, and polymer- 

ization incompetent DTAF-microtubule proteins do not pro- 

duce microtubule-like patterns. Also, the responses of DTAF- 

tubulin patterns to Nocodazole and Taxol are consistent with 

the responses of normal microtubule patterns observed by 

immunofluorescence (6, 7). Coupled with the in vitro results 

of Leslie et al. (l 9), which indicate that DTAF-tubulin does 

not bind adventitiously to the walls of pre-existing microtu- 

bules, our findings clearly support the published conclusion 

(15, 38) that DTAF-labeled bovine neurotubulin can partici- 

pate in the formation of microtubules in vivo. In addition we 

have observed that DTAF-tubulin takes part in the formation 

of microtubules throughout the cell cycle and can persist in 

this activity for at least 48 h following microinjection. Al- 

though minor differences in the behavior of labeled and 

unlabeled protein may certainly exist, by currently available 

criteria DTAF-tubulin is functionally indistinguishable from 

endogenous tubulin in vivo. We therefore believe that DTAF- 

tubulin is a valid probe for studying normal in vivo tubulin 

dynamics. 

Studying tubulin dynamics by observing incorporation 

rates involves the microinjection of DTAF-tubulin and its 

immediate observation. The injection of 1/10 of a cell volume 

of DTAF-tubulin dimer at concentrations ranging up to 6 

mg/ml represents an approximate 30% increase in cellular 

tubulin. This probably constitutes a perturbation of a cell's 

normal dimer-polymer tubulin equilibrium. The observed 

rates of incorporation may thus represent the formation of 

new polymer as well as the exchange of free DTAF-tubulin 

with unlabeled tubulin in existing polymer. If an equilibrium 

perturbance does result from microinjection however, its ef- 

fects are not observable as an interruption in the normal 

progress of mitosis and cytokinesis. 

The FRAP investigation was designed to examine rates of 

exchange of free tubulin dimers with tubulin dimers in poly- 

mer in cells that were not perturbed by the effects of recent 
microinjection. We have studied the possibility that the act 

of photobleaching or the presence of photobleached DTAF- 

tubulin might perturb microinjected cells' normal functions 

or damage their microtubules. We have observed that ana- 
phase chromosome movement in mitotic cells and particle 

saltation in interphase cells are not noticeably affected by 

laser irradiation. In an accompanying paper we have shown 

that photobleaching of fluorescent microtubules in vitro does 
not result in appreciable depolymerization or fragmentation. 

Under photobleaching conditions chosen to simulate those in 
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a microinjected cell there is no major change in tubulin's 

polymerization-depolymerization behavior (19). In another 

accompanying paper we have shown that photobleaching of 

a mitotic cell does not result in an observable shift in spindle 

birefringence (30). In this paper we have examined microtu- 

bules within photobleached spots in BSC interphase cells by 

immunofluorescence and high voltage electron microscopy. 

No change in microtubule distribution as a result of photo- 

bleaching is seen in immunofluorescence or low magnifica- 

tion electron micrographs. High magnification electron mi- 

crographs of photobleached areas show no evidence of micro- 

tubule fragmentation or distortion. Although these results do 

not eliminate the possibility of damage below the limit of 

resolution, they support our view that FRAP represents the 

normal exchange of free tubulin with tubulin in polymer, not 

the photobleach-induced destruction and repair of polymer. 

Also, if photobleaching damages DTAF-tubulin in a way that 

affects its dynamic behavior one would expect to see a change 

in the observed dynamics that is proportional to the number 

of fluorophores bleached (43). Neither does shifting the du- 

ration of laser irradiation from 0.05 to 0.5 s nor does photo- 

bleaching the same area in a cell more than once result in a 

significant shift in FRAP t,/2s. We have also shown that the 

presence within a cell of increased amounts of photobleached 

DTAF-tubulin does not result in a significant shift in incor- 

poration rates. Our examination of the DTAF-tubulin probe 

and of the effects of the methods of incorporation and FRAP 

studies support the notion that FRAP and incorporation rates 

represent normal in vivo tubulin dynamics. 

Additional support is found in the similarity of results 

obtained using the two different methods. The mean h/2s of 

incorporation and FRAP in mitotic cells are virtually the 

same and the mean h/2s of incorporation and FRAP in 

interphase cells are both significantly longer than the mitotic 

values although by incorporation the difference is 70-fold and 

by FRAP the difference is 18-fold. The contrast between the 

two interphase values may be due to systematic errors. Lack- 

ing an inverted microscope we were unable to record fluores- 

cence incorporation in interphase cells immediately following 

microinjection. The manipulations necessary to obtain high 

space resolution images prevented observation of the more 

rapid tl/2S and may have disturbed the incorporation process 

to some extent. The interphase incorporation h/2 we have 

presented may therefore be an overestimate. On the other 

hand interphase FRAP h/2s may be underestimated. Imme- 

diately following laser irradiation, there is a rapid partial 

redistribution of fluorescence that is much faster than mitotic 

redistributions and not unique to DTAF-tubulin. All fluores- 

cently labeled proteins tested (BSA, ovalbumin, IgG, and 

tubulin) exhibit this rapid phase. We conclude that it repre- 

sents the diffusion of fluorescent tubulin dimers not associated 

with microtubules. It is the subsequent slower redistribution 

that is likely to represent the exchange of free tubulin dimers 

with dimers in polymer. It is not possible with our present 

system of analysis to separate these two phases. Inspection of 

Fig. 8 will show, however, that the second point following the 

interphase bleach is substantially above the "best fit" expo- 
nential curve. This pattern was common and is likely to result 

from the free dimer diffusion phase of interphase redistribu- 
tion. Since all points were used to calculate the "best fit" 

exponential curves, the mean interphase FRAP t~/2 we have 

presented may be underestimated. Regardless of the difference 

in interphase incorporation and FRAP t~/: values the two 



methods are in agreement that the apparent exchange rate of 

tubulin between dimer and polymer forms in mitotic cells is 

more rapid than in interphase cells. 

There are substantial variations in apparent exchange rates 

observed for tubulin within each cell-cycle stage. We identify 

two possible reasons. First, the tl/2 could vary due to the 

individual characteristics of different cells in the same popu- 

lation. These could include mitotic heterogeneity, as evi- 

denced by the diverse durations of mitosis in cultured cells, 

and interphase heterogeneity, dependent on whether a cell is 

in G~, S or G2. Second, some variations in tu2 are a result of 

errors in data processing. Repeated analysis of a single FRAP 

image series yielded variations in t~/2 of as much as 25%. This 

variation results from human error in the process of measur- 

ing relative fluorescence intensities from fluorescence images 

(30). A significant reduction in error will require a more 

sophisticated method of data collection and analysis, permit- 

ting two-dimensional integration of fluorescence intensities 

and corrections for photobleaching during observation. 

In spite of the large standard deviations, the apparent 

difference in tubulin dynamics between interphase and mi- 

totic cells is large enough to be highly significant. There are 

at least two possible sources of the observed difference. One 

hypothesis is that our apparent rates oftubulin dimer-polymer 

exchange reflect real rates of exchange. This implies that in 

addition to differences in organization and apparent function, 

mitotic and interphase microtubules are also different at a 

very fundamental level of tubulin behavior. It may be that 

the relatively dynamic behavior of spindle microtubules re- 

flects a more dynamic behavior of tubulin. Perhaps spindle 

microtubules require more rapid dimer-polymer dynamics in 

order to (a) rapidly establish a properly organized spindle 

with the necessary microtubule-kinetochore and microtubule- 

microtubule interactions and (b) respond quickly to the tensile 

and compressive forces generated during mitosis by the spin- 

dle motors. On the other hand, if cytoplasmic interphase 

microtubules are involved in maintaining cell polarity, shape, 

and cytoplasmic organization, it may be that a less dynamic 

tubulin behavior helps maintain these slowly changing prop- 

erties. A second hypothesis is that the real rate of dimer- 

polymer exchange is the same in mitosis and interphase but 

that the number of sites for exchange per unit length of 

polymer is greater for spindle microtubules than for interphase 

microtubules. The mechanism and site of subunit exchange 

have not yet been defined for microtubules in vivo. The site 

of exchange in vitro has been identified as microtubule ends 

(2, 5, 14). If they are also the sites of exchange in vivo then a 

relative abundance of ends in mitotic microtubules could 

explain the difference in apparent rates of exchange. 

Measurements of microtubule length distributions in inter- 

phase cells are not available but immunofluorescence images 

imply that interphase microtubules can be quite long. The 

fine structure of PTK~ spindles has been studied with reason- 

able care (21, 23, 29) but microtubule length distributions 

have not been reported other than in kinetochore fibers (29). 

If DTAF-tubulin incorporation and FRAP represent linear 

incorporation by microtubule treadmilling (20, 45) or by 
concurrent depolymerization and repolymerization as sug- 

gested by the work of Mitchison and Kirschner (24, 25), then 

a difference in mean microtubule length of between 70- and 

18-fold between interphase and mitotic microtubules would 

be necessary to account for the differences in the rates of 

exchange that we have observed. 

Finally, as suggested by Inou~ (11, 13) and Salmon (30, 31) 

there may be an exchange of tubulin dimers all along the 

lateral surface of microtubules. In this case length differences 

should have no effect on observed rates of exchange and our 

results represent a real difference in mitotic and interphase 

tubulin dynamics. 
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